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Abstract— Record Matching is a process to identify the duplicate records in web databases. It is an important step for data integration . In 

earlier systems, the record matching is addressed through the Unsupervised Online Record Matching method, UDD, i.e for a given user 

query, can effectively identify duplicates from the query result records of multiple web databases. This process of  record matching are 

done through a single domain which provides limited number of non-duplicate data results. Hence, the proposal is made for a Multi-domain 

record matching process which includes an algorithm called N-Staged SVM, that helps to separate the duplicate and non-duplicate records 

based on the classifiers. The N-Staged SVM which helps to separate the duplicate and non-duplicate data using iterative process. A single 

domain can include multiple web databases, a single database can include multiple hyperplanes, a single hyperplane include multiple data, 

which are made separated as duplicate and non-duplicate using the N-Staged SVM. This process is repeated for multiple domains by 

constructing hyperplanes for each. Hence the result produced will be efficient and more reliable results are provided for the user query. 

Index Terms—Record Matching, UDD, Duplicates, Multi-Domain, SVM, N-Staged SVM, Hyperplanes.   

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

ow-a-days, numerous number of databases that generate 

web pages in accordance to the user queries on the web. 

These web databases includes the data that are redundant, 

unreliable etc., To remove/ignore the duplicates/redundant 

data an unsupervised duplicate detection (UDD) and SVM are 

made used. This method can remove duplicates for multiple 

web databases, where a single domain can include multiple 

web databases, similarly the user query can include multiple 

domains. So a system is build that helps the users to compare 

query  result returned from multiple domain, multiple data-

bases, i.e., to match the different sources records that refer to 

the same real-world entity, to match records that are identical. 

The problem of identifying duplicates, i.e., identical 

records, where in previous work is based on the WCSS and 

SVM, i.e., based on the weight of the data, if two or more data 

having same weight are identified as duplicate and SVM are 

used to separate the duplicate and non-duplicate. These are 

possible only for multiple web databases of single domain and 

provides limited results. 

A new approach called N-Staged SVM are made used 

which checks for duplicates in multiple domain simultaneous-

ly and provides enormous results which are free from dupli-

cates. The general SVM classifier, classifies the duplicate and 

non-duplicate data from the web databases for single domain. 

The N-Staged SVM which checks for a part of two data 

sets and separates the duplicate and non-duplicate, the re-

sulted non-duplicate used as the input for other comparison of 

data. This is how the N-Staged SVM are made used in the 

multi-domain Record matching for user query results.  

To illustrate this problem, the proposed project have taken 

a paper for study which contains the example as follows, con-

sider a query for books of a specific author, such as “J. K. 

Rowling.” Depending on how the Web databases process such 

a query, all the result records for this query may well have 

only “J. K. Rowling” as the value for the Author field. In this 

case, the Author field of these records is ineffective for distin-

guishing the records that should be matched and those that 

should not.  

To overcome these problems, an  Unsupervised Duplicate 

Detection (UDD) for the specific record matching problem of 

identifying duplicates among records in query results from 

multiple Web databases. UDD focused on techniques for ad-

justing the weights of the record fields in calculating the simi-

larity between two records. Two records are considered as 

duplicates if they are “similar enough” on their fields. 
 

2 DUPLICATE DETECTION IN UDD 

2.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The focus is on Web databases from the same domain, i.e., 

Web databases that provide the same type of records in re-

sponse to user queries. Suppose there are s records in data 

source A and there are t records in data source B, with each 

record having a set of fields/attributes. Each of the t records in 

data source B can potentially be a duplicate of each of the s 

records in data source A. The goal of duplicate detection is to 

determine the matching status, i.e., duplicate or nonduplicate, 

of these s _ t record pairs. 

 

2.1.1 DUPLICATE DEFINITION 

Different users may have different criteria for what constitutes 

N 
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a duplicate even for records within the same domain. For ex-

ample,  if the user is only interested in the title and author of a 

book and does not care about the ISBN information, Further-

more, the records numbered  and  are also duplicates under 

this criterion. In contrast, some users may be concerned about 

the ISBN field besides the title and author fields. For these 

users, the records numbered  and the second record are not 

duplicates. This user preference problem makes supervised 

duplicate detection methods fail. Since UDD is unsupervised, 

it does not suffer from this problem. 

2.1.2 PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Initially, two sets of vectors can be built. 

1. A nonduplicate vector set N that includes similarity 

vectors formed by any two different records from the 

same data source. 

2. A potential duplicate vector set P that includes all si-

milarity vectors formed by any two records from dif-

ferent data sources. 

2.2 UDD ALGORITHM OVERVIEW 

 

 
Fig.2. Duplicate vector identification algorithm 

The overall UDD algorithm is presented in Fig. 2.  

An intuitive solution to this problem is that we can learn a 

classifier from N and use the learned classifier to classify P. 

Although there are several works based on learning from only 

positive (or negative) examples, to our knowledge all works in 

the literature assume that the positive (or negative) examples 

are all correct. However, N may contain a small set of false 

negative examples. Weighted Component Similarity Sum-

ming Classifier 

2.3 C1—WEIGHTED COMPONENT SIMILARITY SUMMING 

CLASSIFIER 

In WCSS algorithm, classifier C1 plays is used to identify some 

duplicate vectors when there are no positive examples availa-

ble. Then, after iteration begins, it is used again to cooperate 

with C2 to identify new duplicate vectors. An intuitive method 

to identify duplicate vectors is to assume that two records are 

duplicates if most of their fields that are under consideration 

are similar. Hence, we define the similarity between records r1 

and r2 as 

  
Where, 

 
and wi Є[0,1] is the weight for the ith similarity component, 

which represents the importance of the ith field. The similarity 

Sim(r1, r2) between records  r1 and r2 will be in [0,1] according 

to the above definition. Because no duplicate vectors are avail-

able initially, classifiers that need class information to train, 

such as decision tree and Naıve Bayes, cannot be used. On the 

other hand, if all corresponding fields of the two records are 

dissimilar, it is unlikely that the two records are duplicates. 

2.3.1 COMPONENT WEIGHT ASSIGNMENT 

In the WCSS classifier, we assign a weight to a component to 

indicate the importance of its corresponding field under the 

condition that the sum of all component weights is equal to 1. 

The intuition for the weight assignment includes: 

1. Duplicate intuition: The similarity between two dupli-

cate records should be close to 1. For a duplicate vec-

tor V12  that is formed by a pair of duplicate records r1 

and r2, we need to assign large weights to the compo-

nents with large similarity values and small weights 

to the components with small similarity values. 

2. Nonduplicate intuition: The similarity for two non dup-

licate records should be close to 0. Hence, for a  non 

duplicate vector V12 that is formed by a pair of non-

duplicate records r1 and r2, we need to assign small 

weights to the components with large similarity val-
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ues and large weights to the components with small 

similarity values. 

According to the duplicate intuition, the following weight as-

signment scheme designed considering all duplicate vectors in 

D: 

 
and 

 
in which pi is the accumulated ith component similarity value 

for all duplicate vectors in D and wdi is the normalized weight 

for the ith component. For each component, if it usually has a 

large similarity value in the duplicate vectors, pi will be large 

according to (2) and, in turn, a large weight will be assigned 

for the ith component according to (3). On the other hand, the 

component will be assigned a small weight if it usually has a 

small similarity value in the duplicate vectors. According to 

the nonduplicate intuition, we use the following weight as-

signment scheme considering all nonduplicate vectors in N: 

 

 
and 
 

 
in which qi is the accumulated ith component dissimilarity val-

ue for all nonduplicate vectors in N  and wni is the normalized 

weight for the ith component. In a similarity vector V = <v1; v2; 

. . . ; vn>, the ith component dissimilarity refers to 1-vi. For each 

component, if it usually has a large similarity value in the 

nonduplicate vectors, it will have a small accumulated dissi-

milarity according to (4) and will, in turn, be assigned a small 

weight according to (5). In our experiment, we give each 

scheme a weight to show its importance: 

 

wi = a.wdi + (1-a)wni    (6) 
 

in which aϵ [0,1] denotes the importance of duplicate vectors 

versus nonduplicate vectors. At the start of our algorithm in 

Fig. 2, there is no duplicate vector available. Hence, a is as-

signed to be 0. As more duplicate vectors are discovered, we 

increase the value of a. We initially set a to be 0.5 at the 2nd 

iteration to indicate that D and N are equally important and 

incrementally add 0.1 for each of the subsequent iterations. 

2.3.1 DUPLICATE IDENTIFICATION 

After we assign a weight for each component, the 

duplicate vector detection is rather intuitive. Two records r1 

and r2 are duplicates if Sim(r1; r2)≥ Tsim, i.e., if their similarity 

value is equal to or greater than a similarity threshold. In gen-

eral, the similarity threshold Tsim should be close to 1 to en-

sure that the identified duplicates are correct. Increasing the 

value of Tsim will reduce the number of duplicate vectors iden-

tified by C1 while, at the same time, the identified duplicates 

will be more precise. In general, the similarity threshold Tsim 

should be close to 1 to ensure that the identified duplicates are 

correct. Increasing the value of Tsim will reduce the number of 

duplicate vectors identified by C1 while, at the same time, the 

identified duplicates will be more precise. 

2.4 C2—SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE CLASSIFIER 

After detecting a few duplicate vectors whose similarity scores 
are bigger than the threshold using the WCSS classifier, we 
have positive examples, the identified duplicate vectors in D, 
and negative examples, namely, the remaining nonduplicate 
vectors in N’. Hence, we can train another classifier C2 and 
use this trained classifier to identify new duplicate vectors 
from the remaining potential duplicate vectors in P and the 
nonduplicate vectors in N’. A classifier suitable for the task 
should have the following characteristics. First, it should not 
be sensitive to the relative size of the positive and negative 
examples because the size of the negative examples is usually 
much bigger than the size of the positive will greatly affect the 
final result. Support Vector Machine (SVM), which is known 
to be insensitive to the number of training examples, satisfies 
all the desired requirements and is selected for use in UDD. 
Because algorithm will be used for online duplicate detection. 
This is especially the case at the beginning of the duplicate 
vector detection iterations when a limited number of dupli-
cates are detected. Another requirement is that the classifier 
should work well given limited training examples. Because 
our algorithm identifies duplicate vectors in an iterative way, 
any incorrect identification due to noise during the first sever-
al iterations, when the number of positive examples is limited, 
will greatly affect the final result.  Support Vector Machine 
(SVM), which is known to be insensitive to the number of 
training examples, when the number of positive examples is 
limited, will greatly affect the final result. Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM), which is known to be insensitive to the number 
of training examples,  satisfies all the desired requirements 
and is selected for use in UDD. 

 

3 N-STAGED SVM CLASSIFIER 

Although, the UDD solves the problem of Duplicate detec-

tion, it just partially accomplished the task. The resulted query 
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results are limited as it extracted data from a single domain. 

This leads to the presence of duplicate data at the other do-

mains which are not searched by the existing system.  

To my knowledge, this is the first work that studies 

and solves the online duplicate detection problem for the web 

database for multi-domain scenario where query results are 

generated on the fly. To identify duplicate records in multi-

domain, a classification algorithm is proposed, i.e., N-Staged 

SVM classifier. 

SVM which constructs a space / hyper plane in a high 

/infinite dimensional space used for classification. In this 

project, problem to be dealt is to find duplicate records pro-

vided by user queries in multiple domains. Hence an iterative 

process of SVM is carried out i.e., „n‟ hyper planes are con-

structed in accordance to the query and duplicates identified. 

This process of activity is called as N-Staged classification, for 

which an algorithm is proposed. The overall UDD algorithm is 

presented below: 

 
Fig.3. N-Staged SVM algorithm 

In this algorithm, the data set items are made diffe-

rentiated by constructing hyper plane which identifies the 

duplicate and non-duplicate data that are separated by mar-

gins. The item that lies near the margin are considered as the 

Support Vector. Initially the dataset includes the number of 

items as i0,i1,…in. A single domain which includes multiple 

hyper planes. A single hyper plane include multiple data i.e., 

io,i1..in. these data sets can be formed based on some rules. 

 
The items are plotted on the hyper plane based on therules. 

The classifiers C1(Duplicate set, D) and C2 (Non-Duplicate set, 

N) are used to identify the duplicate and non-duplicate pairs. 

This is possible by the condition of  H1 < Hn. Process is repeatd 

auntil the user query are made extracted without duplicates. 

3.1 HOW ALGORITHM WORKS? 

 

 
Fig.4. Algorithm Working 

 

Where the upper left side hyperplane shows the two 

different itemsets which are made separated using a margin, 

which even has a mixing of items, i.e., the circle are one item-

set and the squares are other itemset. Now, the upper right 

side shows a hyperplane which is separated using a Support 

Vector, so that the itemsets get separated and provides a result 

of non-duplicate datasets illustrated in lower left. Now this 

result used as input for next hyperplane shown in lower right. 

Hence this is how the SVM came into existence in this project, 

which separates two different itemsets, one as duplicate set 

and the rest as non-duplicate set. 
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4 BREAST CANCER DATASET 

The multi-domain record matching can be tested in a dataset, 

one of the three domains provided by Oncology Institute that 

has appeared in machine learning literature, here the Breast 

cancer dataset are taken as an example, which includes some 

of the attributes and its information. Attributes 2 through 10 

have been used to represent instances. Each instance has one 

of 2 possible classes: benign or malignant. 

Attribute Information 

 #  Attribute                                Domain 

    -------------------------------------------------------- 

    1. Sample code number            id number 

    2. Clump Thickness                  1 - 10 

    3. Uniformity of Cell Size        1 - 10 

    4. Uniformity of Cell Shape    1 - 10 

    5. Marginal Adhesion              1 - 10 

    6. Single Epithelial Cell Size   1 - 10 

    7. Bare Nuclei                           1 - 10 

    8. Bland Chromatin                 1 - 10 

    9. Normal Nucleoli                  1 - 10 

   10. Mitoses                                1 – 10 

Breast cancer represents the leading cause of cancer 

deaths in women today, and it is the most common type of 

cancer in women. The classification method is used here for 

breast cancer. They help detect breast cancer by dividing tu-

mors into needed categories. 

5 CONCLUSION 

Duplicate detection is an important step in data inte-

gration to extract duplicate free information and the problem 

of duplicate detection is done through UDD which checks for 

duplicates in a single domain at a stretch, which provides less 

query result as search is done in single domain. Although, the 

UDD solves the problem of Duplicate detection, it just partial-

ly accomplished the task. The resulted query results are li-

mited as it extracted data from a single domain.   

To overcome this problem, a new proposal which in-

cludes some more features that can able to solve the existing 

system problems in ease.  N-Staged SVM algorithm is pro-

posed which provides more results by detecting the duplicate 

records at multiple domains simultaneously by separating 

each itemset in the domain through the SVM classification, 

similarly the process continues upto N-Stages until the dupli-

cates are removed and the user query are extracted with non-

duplicate data which are accurate result. 

Hence by the above process, more number of results are 
gained by the search to multiple domains at a stretch and 
those results are reliable to the user and in this way N-Staged 
SVM overcomes the UDD algorithm. 
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